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IPCC Report, 2021, Summary for policy makers

Sea level rise:

thermal expansion ocean 
+ 

ice loss from glaciers, 
Greenland and Antarctica

Sea level rise in 2300:
1-3 m (low emission scenario)
2-7 m (high emission scenario)
more than 15 m cannot be ruled out

Need: reduce uncertainties in sea level projections



Challenge: Antarctic Ice Sheet

Ice sheets interact with all other 
parts of the Earth system

Diverse spatial and temporal 
scales

IPCC AR5



Opportunity: research!
Impact of climate change on ice 
sheet stability (hence sea level)?

• How much & fast can ice sheets change?
• What are the tipping points, and when will we 

cross them?
• What is the impact of a warmer ocean?
• How do polar amplification and atmospheric 

processes impact the ice sheet?
• How variable were ice sheets in the past?
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Opportunity: research & collaboration!
Impact of climate change on ice 
sheet stability (hence sea level)?

• How much & fast can ice sheets change?
• What are the tipping points, and when will we 

cross them?
• What is the impact of a warmer ocean?
• How do polar amplification and atmospheric 

processes impact the ice sheet?
• How variable were ice sheets in the past?

Impact of ice sheet change on 
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• Impact on ecosystems?



The TiPACCs project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 
2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement no. 820575 www.tipaccs.eu

Some highlights from 

EU Horizon 2020 project
August 2019 – January 2024 (4.5 years)
Led by NORCE (Norway)
Partners in Germany, UK and France
Total budget: 4.6 mEUR
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What’s happening in Antarctica today ?

Pritchard et al., 2012

Ice sheet is losing mass
especially in West Antarctica

Ice shelves are thinning
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What’s happening in Antarc8ca today ?

Ice sheet is losing mass
especially in West Antarctica

Ice shelves are thinning

Observations of “warm” waters 
reaching “cold” ice shelf cavities, 
such as Filchner in 2013

Darelius et al., 2016

What will happen with the 
large ice shelves?
Did we already cross tipping 
points in Antarctica?
Is ice retreat irreversible?



TiPACCs: Tipping points in Antarctic Climate Components

TP1: Southern Ocean 
Tipping Point

TP2: 
Antarc6c Ice 
Sheet Tipping 
Point

Still from TiPACCs introduction video

TP1: Southern Ocean
A switch from a cold to a warm ocean (ice shelf cavity)

TP2: Antarctic Ice Sheet
A switch from stable to unstable grounding lines

TP1+TP2
Coupled ocean – ice sheet system



Summary of (some) TiPACCs results

Under which conditions do the Antarctic continental shelf
seas switch from a “cold” to “warm” state ?

• All ocean models (FESOM, NEMO, MITgcm) show abrupt
transitions under some future climate forcing

• Response varies per model, region, timescale and forcing
• Looks to be reversible, so maybe rather an abrupt transition than a

tipping point

TP1: Southern Ocean
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Under which conditions do the Antarctic continental shelf
seas switch from a “cold” to “warm” state ?

How stable are the grounding lines of the Antarctic ice sheet,
now and after enhanced ice-shelf melting ?

• All ocean models (FESOM, NEMO, MITgcm) show abrupt
transitions under some future climate forcing

• Response varies per model, region, timescale and forcing
• Looks to be reversible, so maybe rather an abrupt transition than a

tipping point

TP1: Southern Ocean

TP2: Antarctic Ice Sheet

• All ice sheet models (PISM, Elmer/Ice, Úa) show the same result:
• Grounding lines are stable in their current configuration

Current ongoing retreat not due to crossed tipping point (no MISI yet)
• Some grounding lines will tip (irreversibly) under sustained climate forcing

(PISM)



Summary of (some) TiPACCs results

Under which conditions do the Antarctic continental shelf
seas switch from a “cold” to “warm” state ?

How stable are the grounding lines of the Antarctic ice sheet,
now and after enhanced ice-shelf melting ?

• All ocean models (FESOM, NEMO, MITgcm) show abrupt
transitions under some future climate forcing

• Response varies per model, region, timescale and forcing
• Looks to be reversible, so maybe rather an abrupt transition than a

tipping point

TP1: Southern Ocean

TP2: Antarctic Ice Sheet

• All ice sheet models (PISM, Elmer/Ice, Úa) show the same result:
• Grounding lines are stable in their current configuration

Current ongoing retreat not due to crossed tipping point (no MISI yet)
• Some grounding lines will tip (irreversibly) under sustained climate forcing

(PISM)

Enormous progress in coupled ocean – ice sheet modelling !TP1+TP2



TiPACCs outreach

www.tipaccs.eu



Opportunity: research & collaboration!
Impact of climate change on ice 
sheet stability (hence sea level)?

• How much & fast can ice sheets change?
• What are the tipping points, and when will we 

cross them?
• What is the impact of a warmer ocean?
• How do polar amplification and atmospheric 

processes impact the ice sheet?
• How variable were ice sheets in the past?

Impact of ice sheet change on 
climate?

• Through freshwater fluxes on ocean 
circulation?

• Through heat budgets and carbon cycle?
• Impact on ecosystems?

OCEAN:ICE is co-funded by the European Union, 
Horizon Europe Funding Programme for research and 
innovation under grant agreement Nr. 101060452 and 
by UK Research and Innovation

CLIM2Ant, and many more RCN and EU projects…
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is foreseen to maximize impact on research activities outside of the consortium in Norway, the Nordic 
countries and internationally. By following this established good practice, Norwegian ESM results have been 
used in over 300 publications, and cooperation partners in Sweden and Finland have published high-profile 
scientific publications based on the latest Norwegian ESM. 

2. Status of current research and infrastructures  
Changes in climate, whether anthropogenic or natural, involve a complex interplay of physical, chemical, 
and biological processes of the atmosphere, land surface, cryosphere and ocean. The complexity of models 
used to simulate aspects of this interplay varies greatly. At the top of the hierarchy of complexity are ESMs 
where sophisticated models for the individual climate system components are coupled together and allowing 
for climate feedbacks involving atmospheric chemistry and biogeochemistry. In the international climate 
science community, ESMs are emerging as the dominating modelling tool for numerical simulations 
addressing e.g. anthropogenic versus natural climate change, climate variations with time scales ranging 
from years to millennia, and climate predictability. ESMs are the only means for aggregation and 
compression of all information necessary to quantify dynamics and impacts of ongoing climate change 
including all relevant feedbacks (Schellnhuber, 1999). Due to the considerable computational cost of 
enabling the full complexity of current ESMs, it is still commonplace to use reduced complexity 
configurations of ESMs for specific applications. 

With considerable support from RCN projects NorClim, EarthClim and EVA, the Norwegian climate 
research community has since 2007 established, maintained and updated the Norwegian Earth System Model 
(NorESM). The establishment of NorESM brought together existing and complementary modelling groups 
from Oslo and Bergen. This unified national modelling effort is founded in partner institutions research 
strategies (see attached letters of commitment from all partners) and this is reflected by long-term 
institutional in-kind financial support of the NorESM activity from in particular Bjerknes Center for Climate 
Research (BCCR)/Centre for Climate Dynamics and MET. 

NorESM builds on the Community Earth System Model (CESM; Gent et al., 2011; Lindsay et al., 2014) of 
the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR) and National Center for Atmospheric 
Research (NCAR), Boulder, USA, but with specific additions including: 

• Chemistry-aerosol-cloud module of the atmosphere component developed by MET and UiO. 
• An ocean component that originates from the Miami Isopycnic Coordinate Ocean Model (MICOM) 

but extensively modified at NERSC and UNI. 
• Hamburg Model of Ocean Carbon Cycle adopted for use with an isopycnic ocean model by UiB and 

UNI. 
• New options for computing turbulent atmosphere-ocean fluxes and maintaining atmospheric energy 

and momentum consistency implemented by UNI. 

The choice of building NorESM on an existing model framework in 2007 stems from an assessment that a 
truly unique national ESM of desired capability and quality would require establishing significant new 
national modelling competence in several climate system components and that the funding outlook for such 
an expansion was inadequate in Norway. This assessment still holds true although adding unique modelling 
capability to NorESM is continuously sought. 

CESM as base framework was chosen for several reasons: prior investment in this model framework by the 
MET and UiO; overall model simulation performance; community approach; portability to various HPC 
systems; and prospect of long-term continuous development. The alternative was to share more model 
system components with European modelling groups with the obvious benefit of consolidating collaboration 
on model development with groups the Norwegian community often partner with in EU framework projects. 
Experience has shown that the non-European “genealogy” of NorESM makes it an interesting model for 
participation in European model intercomparison projects. 

For the study of climate predictability and the ability to carry out seasonal to decadal climate predictions, the 
Norwegian Climate Prediction Model (NorCPM; Counillon et al., 2014) has been established by NERSC, 
UNI and UiB. NorCPM is NorESM extended with an advanced data assimilation method based on ensemble 
methods (Ensemble Kalman Filter, EnKF; Evensen, 2009), representing a capability shared at present only 
with few other model systems. NorCPM is currently developed in parallel with NorESM through other 
projects (internal BCCR projects, RCN EPOCASA, RCN SNOWGLACE, NordForsk ARCPATH, EU Blue 



Modelling: a tool for research & collaboration!
Impact of climate change on ice 
sheet stability (hence sea level)?

• How much & fast can ice sheets change?
• What are the tipping points, and when will we 

cross them?
• What is the impact of a warmer ocean?
• How do polar amplification and atmospheric 

processes impact the ice sheet?
• How variable were ice sheets in the past?

Impact of ice sheet change on 
climate?

• Through freshwater fluxes on ocean 
circulation?

• Through heat budgets and carbon cycle?
• Impact on ecosystems?

+ CISM

Working on implementing a model for the 
Antarctic Ice Sheet (CISM) into the Norwegian 
Earth System Model (NorESM)



My suggestions for a strong(er) Norwegian Antarctic research community:

Encourage scientific collaboration
International and national, build on our networks

Expand and share our scientific knowledge
Seminars, workshops, training of (ECR) researchers, being inclusive, 
promote our Norwegian research

Tools and infrastructure
Not only research stations and ships, but also support for 
ice sheet and climate model infrastructure and development

Support scientific work
Support tools and infrastructure, but also research time & projects

+ CISM


